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THE INDEPENDENT PUBLISHER’S QUARTERLY BY DRUCKEN HEFTEN LADEN
6.2.

ZUR VERFASSUNG –
RECHERCHEN,
DOKUMENTE 1989-2017
Berliner Hefte zu Geschichte
und Gegenwart der Stadt #5
Kollektives Eigentum,
politische Mitwirkung,
einklagbare Grundrechte.
Von der Aktualität des
Verfassungsentwurfs des
Zentralen Runden
Tisches von 1989/90.
Gespräch mit Bernd Gehrke,
Historiker und ehemaliges
Mitglied der Arbeitsgruppe
Neue Verfassung des Zentralen
Runden Tischs, moderiert
von den Herausgeber*innen
Elske Rosenfeld, Kerstin Meyer
und Joerg Franzbecker.
20 Uhr, b_books
Lübbenerstr. 14, Berlin
www.b-books.de
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$

Already in 2016 Amazon
was capturing nearly
1 US-Dollar of every
2 US-Dollars Americans
spent shopping online.

2.3.

ANTI-BOOK: COMMUNIST
FORMS IN EXPERIMENTAL
PUBLISHING
Book Launch
The talk will launch Nick
Thoburn’s new book,
Anti-Book: On the Art and
Politics of Radical Publishing
(University of Minnesota Press)
anagrambooks.com

Shanghai, Fuzhou Road, 2017, Yves Mettler

SPACES FOR BOOKS (NO. 8)

SPUTNIK, POTSDAM
In der von reichem Stuck
gerahmten Ladentür hängt ein
Hinweis: „The freeshop is closed
because of water damage“. Ein
Kontrast, der die Situation um
den gemütlich-linken Potsdamer
Buchladen Sputnik versinn
bildlicht. In einer Stadt, die
einem historisch wählerischen
Attrappenkult huldigt, konnte
sich ab 2001 das Hausprojekt
Charlotte28 etablieren. Kollektiv
und horizontal organisiert war

17.3.

IT’S A BOOK
Drucken Heften Laden @
Treffen unabhängiger Verlage
und Publikationsprojekte
HGB, Leipzig
itsabook.de
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MUSEO ZEITSCHRIFT
Ausgabe 32, 03/2018
Released in Wien & Berlin.
In Berlin sehr wahrscheinlich
in der Bar Tannenbaum im
März. Infos folgen auf:
ztscrpt.net

Janine Sack

MÄRZ

und ist dieses Ort für eine
Kneipe, einen Umsonstladen,
öffentliche Veranstaltungen,
Lese- und Arbeitskreise und den
Buchladen. Mittlerweile sichert
ein Erbbaupachtvertrag über
66 Jahre langfristig die Existenz
der Charlotte. Die städtischen
Auflagen: Sanierung von Dach
und Fassade. Und als ob auch
die digitale Repräsentanz des
Hausprojektes der denkmal
pflegerischen und gleichzeitig

kundenbringenden Fassaden
sanierung unentschieden
gegenüberstünde, gibt der
Websitebereich „Fassade“ keine
eigenen Informationen preis.
Die Schaufenster des Buch
ladens tun dies sehr wohl.
Hier werden – neben linksfeministischen Zeitschriften,
NS-Erinnerungslektüren und
ausgesuchten Kinderbüchern
– handgefertigte Siebdruck-Postkarten über bereits
ausradierte bzw. abrissbedrohte
Bauwerke der Potsdamer
Ostmoderne präsentiert.
Im Inneren des überschaubar
arrangierten und gut sortierten
Ladens stöbern Menschen
ruhig in der Comic-Ecke, am
Ökonomiekritik-Regal, vorm
Arbeitswelt-Tisch oder am
Zeitungsständer. Ein leichter
Rußgeruch vom Holzofen liegt in
der Luft. Von der Sitzecke aus
zeigt sich ein offener Raum mit
einigen großen Palmen, der sehr
weit, fast etwas leer wirkt.
Von der Decke lächelt stetig aber
zurückhaltend ein schwach
gelber, schmaler Mond. Nicht zu
vergleichen mit dem „SuperBlue-Blood-Moon“ von heute
(2.2.18). Christian Berkes
Charlottenstraße 28
14467 Potsdam
buchladen-sputnik.de
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Letter from Colectivo Supervivo, Cuba

PRINTING, PUBLISHING, AND OTHER
FUTURISTIC EXERCISES
THE FUTURE
Some say that we are the future,
the model for the global
decrease that the planet needs
to continue sustaining life.
However, our love for the paper
seems to be a bit contradictory.
I've been waiting for someone
to scrub me in the face for how
many trees had to be cut to
sustain “Supervivo Fanzine”.
It is also possible that in a
futuristic world in economic
decline, paper, ink and printing
become as expensive as they
are for us here, now.
In our futuristic model, students
of the Institute of Design play
planning projects for five years.
Dreaming, but knowing for sure
that, in such a declining economy,
design is the last link in the food
chain. Our projects wouldn’t be
implemented at all, hence the importance for a small group of students of having discovered a relic of the past that would be very
Supervivo, Special Issue: “El Superviviente Cubano”, October 2017 for the “Contemporary Arts Salon”.
suitable for the Cuban context,
gave life to some multicellular
but which for some reason noits bureaucracy. One was called
organisms in recycled paper
“A4” (probably the first Cuban
body was using.
digital and independent magand risograph printing of the
most futuristic quality. Names
azine), the other, “Misión Calle”
Ten years ago a friend from Co(our first fanzine and probably
like “Scriptorium”, “La Anguila
lombia came and said: “I have a
the first printed in Cuba in a combomb here!” A few sheets, folded Cerrera” in Trinidad and many
other hardly traceable publicain half, no staples, no publisher,
pletely independent way in nearno financing nor market, no pertions by provincial artistic
ly 5 decades). Both arose within
associations struggled and kicked the doors of the Institute of
mission. It was named “Fanzine”.
to survive in the toxic national
“Fanzine” was created by Oz, a
Design and within the same
publishing swamp. All these
very talented mural and graffiti
classroom, that of the 2010 gradartist from Paraguay. So ten years publications were still stateuation, collaborating with talents
ago we embraced this art form, or owned, which means that they
from different years and classto say it better, she embraced us, were not owners of their future
theme, it mixed design, illustrarooms. And both were adminisand it looks like she doesn’t have and were easy victims of more
tered and maintained exclusively tion and short texts, done wheneconomic fluctuations, and of
any intention of letting us go.
by students.
ever possible, printed wherevbureaucratic and ideological
er possible and circulated initialskeins.
We were not alone: the 90’s
“A4” was a window for the tally only within the Institute, hand
post-apocalyptic panorama of
to hand, without launchings or
ents of our Institute, it had that
BACK TO THE FUTURE 2008
full economic decrease left our
publicity.
mysterious and wonderful "flip
island with almost no publications
page” effect, a digital effect simrunning. Since all the newspapers, In the futurism of 2008 there’s
ulating the flipping of actual pag- ENGAGED BUT NOT POLITICAL
magazines, bulletins, and
practically no internet, not even
es in a book or magazine. It interpublishers, of local or national
the already famous and endemic acts and responds to the cursor
“Misión Calle” published ten
circulation, belonged by law to
"weekly package" (paquete
with sounds and shadows, feelissues and closed in December
the state, at the time of the
2012. In 2013, by then as gradusemanal), there’s practically no
ing like you are reading through
economy collapse, almost all of
a real paper object, a phenomaccess to foreign publications,
ates, we started our current fanthem drowned equally. But the
the options for Cubans in terms
enon at that time. “A4” chose a
zine "Supervivo" with an extendfirst to die or to fall into a
theme, made an open call, and
of publications were as few as
ed team from different cities in
vegetative state were the comics, the state could offer, and a little, in a month or two the issue was
Cuba. It was a more-groundyouth magazines and practically
presented in a more or less auvery little more than that.
ed-in-Cuban-reality fanzine,
everything done in CMYK. The
thorized way, then circulated via marking our maturation in a problack and white is a quality of the As far as we know, by 2008, there usb sticks. People read it at home cess of which we may never be
future economically decreased,
were only two independent pub- or at our institute’s computer
experts. With “Misión Calle” we
and in that monochromatic
just wanted to say something,
lishing efforts detached from the lab, but always on a computer.
universe the creative impulse
state dynamics, its economy and “Misión Calle” had no established anything, responding to a des-

CDAV –
Visual Arts
Development
Centre: our
first state event
participation:
“Contemporary
Arts Salon” –
Old Havana
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perate need for expression, for
the certainty that we could do
something else as designers
than only making some money: we were just students then,
in our early 20s. Our fanzine has
grown with us, so now we graduated, we worked in the state
sector, we worked in the private
sector, we worked as freelancers, we got married, we feel the
weight of a decreased economy
over our crumbling shoulders,
our crumbling roofs, our crumbling cities. We got kids, we suffer for us and for them now, we
picture the future for us and
for them. It’s not pretty. What
kind of artists/designers/fanzine-makers are we, if we don’t
address those situations, the
corruption of the human heart,
the never ending paradoxes
and dilemmas of the Cuban and
human condition.
It's not easy to do that. Cuba is
a highly politicized country, but
really really politicized.
Americans, for instance, are just
getting a glimpse over these
last two years of what it means
to not be able to escape
politics, not even at dinner, or
on social media, or in sports, or
during annual awards. This is
how we are here and now in
the future. The world is just
following us from decades in
the past, heading to our
situation. So, for us, in a
politicized and state-owned
environment, an independent
magazine is an urgent necessity
not just to say something,
anything, but to engage with
reality, to be sincere, to
propose something, but we
want to do so without being
political. Is it possible? We
hope we are building some sort
“La Marca”
tattoo and
art gallery
(our first distribution spot) –
Old Havana
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“SUPERVIVING”
We publish “Supervivo” every
two months (almost always).
In the beginning, we used really
bad quality digital cameras to
take shots of drawings, typography compositions, textures,
and even handwriting articles.
Now we achieved to work with
our very futuristic and pirate
softwares (thank you very much
hated Russian hackers). We have
used photocopy, rizograph, laser,
good qualities, bad qualities,
worst qualities. We don’t have an
industrial printer of our own, so
it is like an adventure every time
we want to print. We printed in
over 10 different places. Once
we had to travel 300km using
collective and public transports
to get it printed.
We try to print 1000 copies of
each issue. Printing can get really expensive depending on
where we are. We afford it with
our own money or some friends
contributions. If we don’t make
it, we just print less, but we always print. This effort doesn’t
make sense for us if we don’t
print it. As our friend Yves Mettler likes to say, we are possessed by the “object fetishism applied to printed matter”.
But of course very light PDFs for
slow internet connections can
be downloaded on our website
www.supervivo.org.
We're also on Facebook and Instagram as @colectivosupervivo.
We distribute “Supervivo” for
free, we have done it for 10
years and we plan to maintain
it like that. Of course we would
like to be able to make a living
from stuff like our beloved

fanzine, but if that’s going to
happen some day, it won’t be
by selling it. Since this is not an
industry, nobody gets paid here.
Our friends help us with distributing, we go into universities,
art galleries, exhibitions, private
small businesses, parks, concerts… Mostly in Havana, but
also in other Cuban cities.
In this 2018 year we turn
10 years in this superviving
exercise. Today we have a great
network of talented collaborators that grows every month.
We are spread all over the
country, in Spain and in Mexico.
Supervivo has 19 issues and
several specials published. We
have established several
distribution points. We have the
recognition of several artistic circles with exhibitions in galleries
in Havana and New York. And
we have new challenging
projects in mind coming up.
After a decade many people
here ask what makes us keep
up. The answer is maybe in our
first “Supervivo” issue in 2013:
And why "Supervivo"? Let me explain: A million dollars can do
wonders. Many of us need to work
on commission to get to that million. But money only makes us do
what we are supposed to, nothing more. On the other hand, responding to a call and a high and
supreme dream generates miracles, causes us to give the extra.
And it has transformed us, it has
changed our lives.
That is the idea that we propose with Supervivo: From survival to "Super-viving" (super living). Surviving, of course, because
we spent a lot of work and we
are hard pressed day by day like
99% of Cubans. But at the same
time, Super-viving, enjoying what
we do: contributing humbly to a
much better Cuba. "Super-viving"
because, although we need money, it does not define us.
Supervivo implies survival (staying afloat) and super living (life
to the fullest), a passionate life
that involves challenges, tears,
stress, struggles, a lot of faith, joy,
dreams, miracles, impact, transformation.
“Una supervida que se supervive
superviviendo”
And we have not changed. We
basically go on “superviving”
without staples, without publisher, without financing nor
market, and without permission.

NEW RELEASES

EECLECTIC

Johanna Thompson

ISDI –
Institut of
design: the
place where
it all started –
Centro
Havana

of model for it. Being political
is a common claim nowadays in
the contemporary artistic
realms, but in the future we live
in, it’s kind of out of touch. So
we appeal to the individual,
to its imaginary and experience, its values and ways of living,
jumpstarting, boostrapping
another collective future from
inside each person. In order
to do so we invoke the help of
all kind of characters, Cuban
martyrs to comics vigilantes to
god and the bible. Sometimes
satiric, sometimes critical,
sometimes corny, sometimes
academic, sometimes hopeful,
sometime hopeless, always
joyful. Being social but not
political, and trying to draw
that thin line ourselves so
others won’t do it on us.

As already announced in the
last issue the digital publishing
house eeclectic will finally be
launched in March.
The program includes the first
digital versions of Berlin
Journals—On the History and
Present State of the City as well
as the artist’s book Birds by
Johanna Thompson and the
comic strip Jana und ihr
Erlebnis mitten in der Nacht
by Gucci Falke.
eeclectic.de

DIE 90ER
VON HUNDERT

Demnächst im jungen Jahr
2018 erscheint die 31. Ausgabe
der von hundert. Spezialthema
wird dieses Mal: Die 90er –
die Wahrheit. Verschiedene
Zeitzeugen kommen zu Wort,
darunter Stephan Geene, Ulrike
Steglich, Ulrich Lamsfuß oder
Christian Nagel. Das Heft wird
auch auf der kommenden
Miss Read im Mai präsentiert.
vonhundert.de

EVERYDAY URBAN
DESIGN

botopress arbeitet an zwei
neuen Büchern in der Reihe
Everyday Urban Design. Es
geht um Selbstbau im postsowjetischen Estland und
um neue Formen gemeinnützigen Wohnbaus in Deutschland
und in der Schweiz. Die
Veröffentlichung ist für
Frühling 2018 geplant.
www.botopress.net
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NEW RELEASES
EEEBOOKS

“Your collection of books, what
a pain. (...) Forget about it,
poetry is a state of mind.”
eee-books, a new serial
publication for the phone.
It starts with two free ebooks.
One is called Getting Money
Getting Boards by Mari
Lebanidze and Laslo Strong.
It peeks into the skate scene of
Tbilisi, Georgia: “Skating there,
is what it must have been here
a while ago. An expression
opposing a conservative city.
True commitment, given the
struggle to afford and wait for
equipment. Fun and friendship
first, competition and style
only later. But as everywhere,
things are changing quick.”
www.eeebooks.net

XPUB, ROTTERDAM & META/BOOKS, AMSTERDAM

A BED, A CHAIR AND A TABLE

Until 2010, Dutch law required
three pieces of furniture in order
to squat an empty building:
a bed, a chair and a table. This
publication explores the
significance of these objects in
relation to the Poortgebouw,
a former squat located in the
South of Rotterdam, with a long
history of fighting to remain a
vibrant living community. The
book brings together narratives
from inside and outside the
Poortgebouw, interlaced with
archival material from its unique
history.
These objects the bed, the chair
and the table, help organise
these stories into three different
perspectives, from the personal
to the political. Together they
chart the evolution of the
Poortgebouw, from squat to both

ised, developed and produced by
the students from the Experimental Publishing course (XPUB)
of the Piet Zwart Institute Media
Design Master.
Research, editing and production: Delphine Bedel, Natasha
Berting, André Castro, Elisa
Chaudet, Angeliki Diakrousi, Max
Franklin, Giulia de Giovanelli,
Francisco González, Joca van der
Horst, Aymeric Mansoux, Michael
Murtaugh, Alexander Roidl, Steve
Rushton, Alice Strete, Zalán
Szakács and the Autonomous
Archive.
a legalised living community and
a cultural institution.
A Bed, A Chair and a Table is the
fourth 'Special Issue' conceptual-

A Bed, a Chair and a Table
Stories for the Poortgebouw, 2017
Publishers: XPUB, Rotterdam &
Meta/Books, Amsterdam
https://issue.xpub.nl/04/

MARGINALIA

Niina Lehtonen Braun

Marginalia untersucht die
Anatomie des Buchs als Objekt,
seine Materialität und innere
Struktur. Marginalia widmet
sich den wenig beachteten
Randelementen, die ein
wesentlicher Bestandteil
sorgfältig gestalteter Bücher
sind. Text- und Bildinhalte
verschiedener Kunstbücher,
die von Anja Lutz in enger
Zusammenarbeit mit den
jeweiligen Künstler*innen
gestaltet wurden, verschwinden, um die unbeschriebenen
Flächen der Seiten hervor
treten zu lassen.
The Green Box, 2017
thegreenbox.net

ABSENDER
Drucken Heften Laden discusses
and analyses the conditions and
possibilities for independent
publishing in the context of art and
city (politics). Drucken Heften Laden
derives from an eponymous exhibition,
workshop and series of events at neue
Gesellschaft für bildende Kunst (nGbK)
in Berlin which took place in January
2015. Since then a small group of
Berlin-based producers and publishers
gathers regularly: “We share
experiences and resources, and build a
discourse around production methods
and values as well as the distribution of
books

and booklets. Publishing is always
set in distinct time and space. Today’s
diversity of media fosters hybrid
formats between the analogue and
the digital. We are interested
to negotiate and sharpen our idea
of what „independent“ and „self“
publishing means today. Drucken
Heften Laden filters and disseminates
information, and creates a public
platform for exchange and discussion,
accessible to everyone interested
in such practice.”
druckenheftenladen.tumblr.com
papernews.ink

abookedition.de
adocs.de
anagrambooks.com
archivebooks.org
berlinerhefte.de
bernward-reul.de
bookspeopleplaces.com
botopress.net
breakdownbreakdown.net
buerofuerkonstruktivismus.de
delphinebedel.com
eeclectic.de
errantbodies.org
hpg.io (hyprid publishing group)
metamute.org
metrozones.info

michaeljbaers.com
pro-qm.de
scriptings.net
thegreenbox.net
vonhundert.de,
ztscrpt.net
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